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Why Marginal Pricing?
Antonio J. Conejo

Abstract——Under perfect competition, marginal pricing results 
in short-term efficiency and the subsequent right short-term 
price signals. However, the main reason for the adoption of 
marginal pricing is not the above, but investment cost recovery, 
that is the fact that the profits obtained by infra-marginal tech‐
nologies (technologies whose production cost is below the mar‐
ginal price) allow them just to recover their investment costs. 
In addition, if the perfect competition assumption is removed, 
investment over-recovery or under-recovery generally occurs 
for infra-marginal technologies.

Index Terms——Electricity market, marginal pricing, invest‐
ment cost recovery, maximum social welfare, right spatial and 
temporal price signals.

NOMENCLATURE

A. Constants

Cpeak Production cost of the peak technology ($/
MWh)

Cbase Production cost of the base technology ($/
MWh)

Cunser Unserved energy cost ($/MWh)
I peak Annualized investment cost of the peak tech‐

nology ($/MW)
I base Annualized investment cost of the base tech‐

nology ($/MW)

B. Decision Variables

ppeak Capacity of the peak technology (MW)

pbase Capacity of the base technology (MW)

C. Other Variables

epeak (×) Annual energy produced by the peak technolo‐
gy (MWh)

ebase (×) Annual energy produced by the base technolo‐
gy (MWh)

eunser (×) Annual unserved energy (MWh)

hpeak Time period of operation of the peak technolo‐
gy (hour)

hunser Time period with the the unserved energy 
(hour)

punser Unserved capacity (MW)

I. INTRODUCTION 

UNDER perfect competition (presence of many small in‐
vestors/producers able to enter/exit the market until a 

null long-term profit materializes), marginal pricing results 
in short-term efficiency (achievement of maximum social 
welfare) and the subsequent right short-term price signals. 
However, the main reason for the adoption of marginal pric‐
ing is not the above, but investment cost recovery, that is the 
fact that the profits obtained by infra-marginal technologies 
(technologies whose production cost is below the marginal 
price) allow them just to recover their investment costs.

We analyze first the short-term consequences of marginal 
pricing, and then, with deeper detail, the long-term ones.

For the short-term analysis, we consider a competitive 
electricity market clearing as illustrated in Fig. 1. This figure 
corresponds to a given operating condition, e.g., one hour of 
operation (among the 8760 hours of one year). Figure 1 rep‐
resents the supply curve, the demand curve, the resulting 
marginal price (p*), and the resulting demand to be supplied 
(q*). For simplicity, the supply curve includes two technolo‐
gies, base and peak. Price p* is the marginal price because it 
corresponds to the increment in the supply cost as a result of 
a marginal (small) increment in the demand for energy (by 
slightly shifting right the vertical line of the demand curve). 
We assume that the demand is inelastic, that is, it bids a buy‐
ing price large enough (horizontal line of the demand curve) 
for the whole demand to be supplied.

Regarding the long-term analysis and for the sake of sim‐
plicity (and without loss of generality), we consider a trape‐
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Fig. 1.　Market clearing for one hour.
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zoidal annual demand curve in the form of a load duration 
curve, as shown in Fig. 2 and two technologies to supply the 
demand, base and peak. The load duration curve is a power-
hour plot that represents all 8760 hourly demands of the 
year arranged from the largest load to the smallest one. This 
load duration curve embodies 8760 clearing conditions simi‐
lar to the one represented in Fig. 1. We consider as well that 
unserved energy occurs for a number of hours of the year.

We first consider an investor-and-operator that has perfect 
(technical and economic) knowledge and invests in produc‐
tion facilities (base and peak) and then operates such facili‐
ties to supply the demand seeking the minimum cost (invest‐
ment and operation).

Next, we consider a perfectly competitive market com‐
posed of many small investors-and-producers of the two 
technologies considered (base and peak) that are able to en‐
ter/exit the market until a null long-term profit materializes, 
which is the condition for market equilibrium.

We then compare the outcomes in terms of investment ca‐
pacities (in base and in peak technologies) of the two alterna‐
tives below (omniscient investor-and-operator and perfectly 
competitive market).

Finally, we discuss the consequences of removing some of 
the assumptions inherent to the definition of a perfectly com‐
petitive market.

Regarding background information, a friendly economics 
manual is given in [1]. The discussion in this paper can be 
expanded and enriched by checking Chapter 4 in [2] and [3]. 
Finally, the fundamentals of power system operations can be 
found in [4] or [5].

II. THE MAXIMUM SOCIAL WELFARE 

We note that using p* as the clearing price in Fig. 1 re‐
sults in the maximum social welfare. The social welfare is 
the area between the supply and demand curves (upper and 
lower rectangles in Fig. 1) and is composed of producers’  
surplus and consumers’  surplus.

The producers’  surplus (lower rectangle in Fig. 1) is the 
profit of the producers as it corresponds to the energy sup‐
plied times the price difference between the marginal price 
and the price at which each producer is willing to sell.

Besides, the consumers’  surplus (upper rectangle in Fig. 
1) is the profit of the consumers as it corresponds to the en‐
ergy supplied times the price difference between the per unit 
utility (that represents the per-unit revenue of using electrici‐

ty), at which each consumer is willing to buy, and the mar‐
ginal price.

Marginal prices send right signals both temporally and 
spatially. Temporally, a period of high prices incentivizes 
comparatively cheaper producers to produce during such pe‐
riod and disincentivizes consumers to consume during that 
period. Conversely, a period of low prices incentivizes con‐
sumers to consume during such period and disincentivizes 
producers to produce during that period.

Similarly, a location with high prices incentivizes compar‐
atively cheaper producers to move to such location and disin‐
centivizes consumers to move to it. Conversely, a location 
with low prices incentivizes consumers to move to that loca‐
tion and disincentivizes producers to move to it.

III. INVESTMENT COST RECOVERY 

The main reason for the adoption of marginal pricing is in‐
vestment cost recovery, that is, the fact that the profits ob‐
tained by infra-marginal technologies (technologies whose 
production cost is below the marginal price) allow them just 
to recover their investment costs. This is carefully analyzed 
below.

A. Omniscient Investor-and-Operator

We consider in this subsection an omniscient investor-and-
operator that has perfect knowledge (of all technical and eco‐
nomic details) and seeks the minimum total cost (investment 
and operation).

The target of the omniscient investor-and-operator is to 
identify the optimal investment in peak and base capacities 
(ppeak and pbase, respectively) to supply the demand (for the 
whole year) at the minimum total cost.

The total annual cost C total (×) includes annualized invest‐
ment and yearly operation costs. The annualized investment 
cost C investment is:

C investment = I peak ppeak + I base pbase (1)

While the yearly operation cost Coperation is:
Coperation =Cpeakepeak (ppeak )+Cbaseebase (pbase )+

Cunsereunser (ppeakpbase ) (2)

Pursuing optimality, the omniscient investor-and-operator 
solves the problem below.

min
ppeakpbase

C total (×)=C investment (×)+Coperation (×) (3)

The criterion to get the optimal solution of problem (3) is 
¶C total (×)/¶ppeak = 0 and ¶C total (×)/¶pbase = 0.

Regarding the peak technology and considering the annual‐
ized investment cost (1) and the yearly operation cost (2), 
we obtain:

¶C total (×)
¶ppeak

= I peak +
¶Coperation (×)

¶ppeak
= 0 (4)

To compute ¶Coperation (×)/¶ppeak, we consider a marginal in‐
crement in ppeak, i. e., dppeak, and compute the corresponding 
increment in the yearly operation cost, i. e., dCoperation. For 
this, we consider Fig. 2. The resulting yearly operation cost 
change is dCoperation = dppeakhunser (Cpeak -Cunser ).

8760
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ppeak
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Fig. 2.　Load duration curve for one year.
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This is because an increase in the available peak produc‐
tion capacity dppeak reduces the unserved power by dppeak dur‐
ing unserved energy hours, hunser in see Fig. 2. The increase 
in peak power during unserved energy hours results in an ex‐
tra cost of dppeakhunserCpeak, while the decrease in unserved 
power results in a cost reduction of dppeakhunserCunser. Then, 
¶Coperation (×)/¶ppeak = hunser (Cpeak -Cunser ).

Recalling (4), the first optimality condition is:

I peak - hunser (Cunser -Cpeak )= 0 (5)

Regarding the base technology, we proceed similarly:

¶C total (×)
¶pbase

= I base +
¶Coperation (×)

¶pbase
= 0 (6)

Again, to compute ¶Coperation (×)/¶pbase, we consider a margin‐
al increment in pbase, i.e., dpbase, and compute the correspond‐
ing change in the yearly operation cost, i. e., dCoperation. For 
this, we consider Fig. 2. The resulting operation cost change 
is dCoperation= dpbasehpeak (Cbase-Cpeak )+ dpbasehunser (Cpeak-Cunser ).

This is because an increase in the available base capacity 
dpbase displaces up the available peak production capacity 
during peak hours hpeak, and reduces the unserved power by 
dpbase during unserved energy hours hunser.

On the one hand, the displacement of the peak power dur‐
ing peak hours results in an extra cost by the base technolo‐
gy of dpbasehpeakCbase, and a cost reduction by the peak tech‐
nology of dpbasehpeakCpeak. On the other hand, the increase in 
peak production during unserved energy hours results in an 
extra cost of dpbasehunserCpeak, while the decrease in unserved 
power results in a cost reduction of dpbasehunserCunser. Then, 
¶Coperation (×)/¶pbase = hpeak (Cbase -Cpeak )+ hunser (Cpeak -Cunser ).

Thus, recalling (6), the second optimality condition is:

I base - hpeak (Cpeak -Cbase )- hunser (Cunser -Cpeak )= 0 (7)

Therefore, considering both optimality conditions (5) and 
(7) together renders:

ì
í
î

I peak - hunser (Cunser -Cpeak )= 0

I base - hpeak (Cpeak -Cbase )- hunser (Cunser -Cpeak )= 0
(8)

or

ì
í
î

I peak - hunser (Cunser -Cpeak )= 0

I base - hpeak (Cpeak -Cbase )= I peak (9)

The system of equations in (8) allows deriving optimal 
values for hunser and hpeak. That is:

ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

hunser* =
I peak

Cunser -Cpeak

hpeak* =
I base - I peak

Cpeak -Cbase

(10)

Considering the load duration curve in Fig. 2, hunser* and 
hpeak* allow computing the optimal values of the peak and 
base power to be built, i.e., ppeak* and pbase*, respectively.

Additionally, we note as well that the system of equations 
in (8) can also be expressed as:

{I peak +Cpeakhunser =Cunserhunser

I base +Cbasehpeak = I peak +Cpeakhpeak (11)

This allows the graphical interpretation provided in Fig. 3.

The upper plot of Fig. 3 includes three straight lines. Each 
of these lines expresses the total cost (annulized investment 
and yearly operation) as a function of the production hours 
h. The investment cost corresponds to the y-axis intercept 
while the operation cost increases linearly with the produc‐
tion hours (in the x-axis). These lines are:

1)  Cost unser (h)=Cunserh.
2)  Cost peak (h)= I peak +Cpeakh.
3)  Cost base (h)= I base +Cbaseh.
The first line corresponds to the total unserved energy 

cost, the second one to the total peak cost, and the third one 
to the total base cost.

Point P1 in Fig. 3 corresponds to the intersection of the 
unserved energy cost line and the peak cost line, which is 
equivalent to the first condition in (9), and in turn corre‐
sponds to the first condition in (8).

Similarly, point P2 in Fig. 3 corresponds to the intersec‐
tion of the peak cost line and the base cost line, which is 
equivalent to the second condition in (9), and in turn corre‐
sponds to the second condition in (8).

Finally, since the x-axes for both upper and lower plots in 
Fig. 3 are production hours, both plots can be connected re‐
garding: ① optimal production hours (unserved and peak); 
and ② optimal total costs (unserved, peak, and base).

B. Perfectly Competitive Market

We consider in this subsection a perfectly competitive 
market composed of many small investors-and-producers, or 
investors-and-producers that are price takers. Each investor-
and-producer has the capability of entering or exiting the 
market at will until it achieves zero long-term profit (includ‐
ing investment and operation), which is the condition for 
market equilibrium. We assume that this market relies on 

·
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Fig. 3.　Optimal investment and operations.
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marginal pricing.
We consider first a peak producer, compute its long-term 

profit, and make it equal to zero.
A peak producer does not operate at base hours, and its 

profit is null while operating during peak hours. Therefore, 
it only makes a profit during unserved energy hours.

Considering marginal pricing, the revenue of such produc‐
er during unserved energy hours is Cunser ppeakhunser (the mar‐
ginal pricing during unserved energy hours is Cunser), while 
its total cost (investment and operation) is I peak ppeak +
Cpeak ppeakhunser.

The long-term profit is thus Cunser ppeakhunser - I peak ppeak -
Cpeak ppeakhunser.

Making this long-term profit zero renders:

I peak +Cpeakhunser =Cunserhunser (10)

Next, we consider producers that use the base technology.
A base producer experiences profit different from zero dur‐

ing peak hours (hpeak - hunser) and unserved energy hours 
(hunser). We note that the profit during base hours is zero. 
Thus, the revenue of such producer during unserved energy 
hours (hunser) with marginal price Cunser and strictly peak 
hours (hpeak - hunser) with marginal price Cpeak is 
Cunser pbasehunser +Cpeak pbase (hpeak - hunser ) while the total cost 
(investment and operation) is I base pbase +Cbase pbasehpeak.

The long-term profit is thus Cunser pbasehunser +Cpeak pbase ×
(hpeak - hunser )- I base pbase -Cbase pbasehpeak.

Making this long-term profit zero leads to (hpeak -
hunser )Cpeak + hunserCunser - hpeakCbase - I base = 0 and considering 
(10) renders:

I base - hpeak (Cpeak -Cbase )= I peak (11)

Considering together the peak and the base no-profit con‐
ditions ((10) and (11)), we can obtain:

ì
í
î

I peak - hunser (Cunser -Cpeak )= 0

I base - hpeak (Cpeak -Cbase )= I peak (12)

Observing conditions in (8) for the omniscient planner-
and-operator and conditions in (12) for the perfectly competi‐
tive market, we conclude that both approaches result in ex‐
actly the same optimality conditions.

The above is a relevant fact indicating that a perfectly 
competitive market will produce, in terms of both invest‐
ment and operation outcomes, identical results to those pro‐
duced by an omniscient investor-and-operator. Thus, instead 
of an omniscient investor-and-operator, a perfectly competi‐
tive market can be used.

VI. MARKET IMPERFECTION 

Removing some of the strong assumptions of perfect com‐
petition generally results in undesirable consequences [6].

Particularly if, for example, the peak technology suddenly 
increases its operation cost by a factor of 10 and, against 
perfect competition assumptions, cannot be expelled from 
the market, the clearing marginal price will increase by a fac‐
tor of 10. As a consequence, the base technology (infra-mar‐
ginal) will increase its revenue by a factor of 10, and will be 
able to recover its investment cost quickly, generally at the 
cost of the consumers. Conversely, if the operation cost of 

the peak technology decreases by a factor of 10 as a result 
of a technology breakthrough and the base technology can‐
not leave the market (against perfect competition assump‐
tions), it may not be able to recover its cost, and an under-
capacity situation may arise as a result of lack of investment.

Needless to say, removing the perfect competition assump‐
tion of the presence of many small producers, leading to an 
oligopolistic market with few strategic producers, will gener‐
ally result in important price distortions, again at the cost of 
the consumers.

Producers and consumers need to be independent agents, 
so that the supply and demand curves form separately. An 
agent that is (implicitly of explicitly) both a producer and a 
consumer (against perfect competition assumptions), and that 
is large enough, may generate important market distortions.

Besides, it is most important that the market rules are de‐
signed and implemented to induce any producer to offer its 
true marginal cost. Likewise, the market design should in‐
duce any consumer to bid its true marginal utility. Addition‐
ally, the market design should ensure short-term cost recov‐
ery (by producers) and revenue adequacy (the payment by 
consumers should be equal to or higher than the revenue of 
the producers), that is, in addition to perfect competition, the 
market rules need to be correctly designed and implemented.

Other market agent features or market clearing rules not 
explicitly represented in the analysis provided in this paper 
may alter market outcomes significantly, but do not general‐
ly modify the conclusions reported. These features include:

1) The minimum power output, and the minimum up- and 
down-time of production facilities (leading to lumpiness and 
non-convexity in market clearing algorithms).

2) Inter-temporal constraints due to ramping limits of pro‐
duction facilities and demand inflexibility.

3) Network bottlenecks.
4) The presence of a significant number of producers us‐

ing technologies with near zero marginal cost.
5) The availability of a future market and contracts to mit‐

igate the risk of price variability.
6) Increasing uncertainty in the market due to a demand 

that increasingly incorporates behind-the-meter devices, and 
the presence of an increasing number of weather-dependent 
production facilities.

7) Temporal or spatial aggregation of locational marginal 
prices (common in EU electricity markets).

V. CONCLUSION 

Marginal pricing is universally used in electricity markets 
because under perfect competition such pricing ensures short-
term efficiency and, what is more important, investment cost 
recovery, that is the fact that the profits obtained by infra-
marginal technologies allow them just to recover their invest‐
ment costs. Using a stylized model, this tutorial paper for‐
mally shows the cost recovery property.

However, if some of the components of the perfect compe‐
tition assumption are removed, the cost recovery property 
does not generally hold true. This paper briefly reviews 
marker imperfections that alter the cost recovery property.
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